Designed as a responsive exhibit, XOXO relies heavily on audience participation for content.
OUR GOALS

1 - to encourage meaningful experiences and conversations about love and forgiveness.

2 - to gain insight into the various ways people express feelings.

3 - to make visitors aware that they control how they choose to respond to those feelings.
communicate with words

TONE PHONES & PHONE BOOTHs
“Let us always meet each other with a smile, for the smile is the beginning of love.”

Mother Teresa
"No one is born hating another person because of the colour of his skin, or his background, or his religion. People must learn to hate, and if they can learn to hate, they can be taught to love – for love comes more naturally to the human heart than its opposite."

Nelson Mandela

nanny_jo_atlanta ✨ 😍 Love love love the Fetzer Institute's exhibit on fostering forgiveness and the awareness of the power of love! 😍✨ #LoveOverHate #TeachLove #TeachForgiveness #TeachCompassion #NannyJo #NanniesOfAtlanta #NannyLife uninhibited_heart ⚡ ⚡ ⚡
communicate with words

HOLDING HANDS
communicate with faces
SILHOUETTES
communicate with faces

SILLY FACES & FACE BLOCKS
communicate with writing
RESPONSE WALLS
misterderekj The Children's Museum of Atlanta has just opened an exhibit on love and forgiveness. It is beautiful. You can physically shred your fears, express what makes you angry and so much more. The most touching part of our time was when Zoe wrote about a time someone was kind to her. She really thought about an important moment. Sometimes I am amazed by what she feels. Sometimes I forget how far she has come. I am thankful for moments like these. #xoxo #childrensmuseumofatlanta #love #forgiveness #feelings #family #adoption

JUNE 17, 2016
How much we can learn from people who come from all over the world.

LOVE ONE ANOTHER!
communicate with writing

LOVE LETTERS

who do you love? are you grateful, sorry, appreciating, or missing someone or something?

1. choose your favorite supplies and settle in.

2. write, draw, or stamp your love onto paper.

3. we'll mail your letter for you.
Dear Aunt Laurie,

I wanna say Thank you for driving me to school in the morning. I also wanna say I love you because you are a great Aunt to me and my brother.

Sincerely,
[Signature]

---

Dear Mom I know you miss Dad and I do too. I hope you will still remember him though he is dead. I hope we fill your heart but we can't fill our dad's shoes.

I love you very much.

Love Bracene

---

Dear, Baby when are you coming out? I can't wait any longer. Are you a boy or a girl? I can't wait for you! Love Natalie
communicate with your community
WHEN LIFE GIVES YOU LEMONS STAND

Tweet your promise to 
#xoxopgh, and share your results!
OUR OUTCOMES

1 - to encourage meaningful experiences and conversations about love and forgiveness.

2 - to gain insight into the various ways people express feelings.

3 - to make visitors aware that they control how they choose to respond to those feelings.